Ways to Diversi-fly:
Fish various river techniques: nymphing with and without
indicator, euro-nymphing, dry and dry droppers, streamers.
Learn to high stick/fish close to where you are wading and
also long drifts across the river.
Fish Lakes: try various nymphing retrieves depending upon
what you’re imitating, indicator rigs, stripping streamers/
leeches, dry flies. Learn how to ‘read’ lakes.

Carry multiple rods rigged for different techniques: an easy and
quick way to try different methods vs having to switch out entire rigs.
Try new water. Learn how to figure out which flies are likely to
be working so you can fish anywhere, along with reading new
water.
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Casting: learn casts for various fishing situations: reach, tuck,
wiggle, puddle, curve, double haul.
Fish various destinations and try new water: tail waters, freestones, small creeks, larger rivers, lakes, beaver ponds. Within
2 hours of Denver there is an amazing amount of public water
Various species: try fishing for other species than rainbows
San Juan- ‘2/18/17 Euro Nymphing’

Work on skills: invest in your skills and knowledge vs buying
more equipment and flies. Work on using all your ‘stuff’ to best
of your ability. That will make the biggest difference in your
success.
Check fishing reports: local fly shops will have ideas on what to
use and where to fish. Books are available describing most locations and suggestions for flies. Google where you’re going.
Boxwood- ‘2/3/17 on streamer’

and browns: cutthroats (Colorado has 4 types), grayling, tiger
trout, lake trout, golden trout (there are some in Colorado
and southern Wyoming), bass, pan fish, carp, northern pike.

Practice casting in your back yard or a nearby park. You can find
tutorials on YouTube or hire a casting instructor.
Hire a Guide a great way to learn new water and learn proper
skills/ techniques. Be sure to tell your guide if you want to work
on a specific technique.

Fish different seasons: low water, high water, summer, winter.
Get on top of the water: Do a river float trip or belly boat a
lake .

Beadhead Skinny Nelson
Size: 18
Family Matched: Mayflies, Stoneflies
Life Cycle: Nymph
Fly Type: Wet
Pattern: Beadhead Skinny Nelson

Originally tied along the banks of Oregon's McKenzie river,
and made famous on the Big Horn River in Montana, the Skinny Nelson is an unassuming, micro-nymph pattern that has
proven the downfall of many a trout! While a killer match for
a number of small mayfly and immature stonefly species, the
Skinny Nelson is particularly deadly during low water years
and when targeting selective trout. For a little extra weight to
help get you down to the bottom of the river where the fish
are most abundant, this variation of the Skinny Nelson has
been tied with a beadhead.

How do you Diversi-fly?
Don’t be afraid to fail and to get out of comfort zone. Chances
are you will struggle a bit on new water or trying new techniques but if you stick with it then success will come!
Fish with a friend that knows different techniques or water
you’re not familiar with. Let them show you what they do.
Then try it, and have them watch your technique and help you
until you get comfortable with it.

Backcountry-’Summer 2016 cutthroat on Dry Fly

One of the things that makes Fly fishing a great sport is that you
can learn something new every time you fish. Try diversi-fly-ing
your portfolio to build your long-term fly fishing wealth. It’s a
lot of fun to be able to fish different ways, different locations,
and for different species of fish!
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The Geometry of Fighting &
Landing Big Fish: Part I
By: Peter Stitcher ©River Oracle Inc
For many of us, “Keep your rod tip up!” summarized the
entirety of our instruction in how to fight and land fish. In my
youth, I would snap to Marine-like attention as this familiar
call would fire across the river, and redouble the bend of my
rod while straining against the fish on the end of the line.
While this technique can work well when playing and netting
small fish, whenever a larger fish would take my fly I felt
woefully outmatched. Like holding onto the tail of a mad
bull, I would hang on for a short ride, but it rarely ended
well. These large fish would inevitably head out into the fast
current, rip line from my reel at will, and more times than
not, break off. My last view would be of the trout “giving me
the fin” before casually drifting out of sight. Tired of losing
fish and flies, I dedicated myself to becoming the puppet
master instead of the puppet. With an understanding of the
tricks that trout employ to get off the line, how to utilize your
rod and reel to their fullest potential, and when to employ
different rod angles, you will be able to control every fight
and land any fish.

When threatened by a predator, the ingrained response of
the trout is to keep their nose down and run for cover. As
the sting of our hook bites into the lip of the trout, their neural sirens start to sound, and their overarching instinct is to
dive deep. The primary escape routes of the trout are the
fast waters and deep waters of the middle of the river or the
refuge of a root wad, undercut streambank, or boulder. The
natural world isn’t versed in “catch and release” angling, so
the fish will expend every ounce of energy they have in their
effort to escape. When the trout are unable to reach cover,
they will harness the strength of the river to aid them. By
positioning their bodies across the current of the river, the
trout can utilize the momentum and strength of the water to
put additional pressure to bear against your fragile tippet. The final trick of the trout is to jump. As a fish leaps
from the water and shakes its head, there will be a corresponding spike in tippet snapping tension. This additional
strain against your tippet and leader is created by the increased friction of your fly line being quickly drawn through
the water during this final explosive exertion of the trout to
escape. With consistent line pressure and constant adjustment of rod angle, the angler will be able to steer the fish
away from cover, wear down their resolve, and ultimately
bring them into the net.

Most of us underutilize our fly rods and reels when fighting
fish. Similar to trying to drive a nail into wood by gripping a
hammer just underneath its head, a job that should be easy
becomes tedious and frustrating. A properly-used fly rod and
reel should apply a constant, guiding pressure against which
the trout will exhaust themselves and ultimately yield to as
they lift their nose, roll onto their side, and glide into your
net.
Keeping your rod tip up is an essential technique for keeping
your line off the water in order for quick hook sets and to
guide your line around obstacles, but it is not always the best
method for fighting and landing fish. The tip of the fly rod is
designed to act like a shock absorber. It bends easily in order
to respond to the quick headshakes and darting movements

to 45° or less will take the pressure off of our line and the tip
of the rod, and allow us to utilize the full power of our
rod. The closer that we hold our rod to the 90° angle, the
greater the friction and pressure we create between the fly
line as it runs through the eyes and guides of our rod. By lowering the angle of our rod we reduce this rigid pressure and
allow the trout to engage with our reel. At this angle we are
fully utilizing all of the functions of our fly rod: the soft reactive tip of our rod, the steady strong pressure of the butt section, and the stamina-draining pull of our reel.
While we have been able to break the surface of the Geometry of Fighting & Landing Big Fish, we will still have to go a
little deeper in order to make you truly lethal on the water. Join us next month for Part II when we will discuss adding
“side pressure” to our low rod angles, and how to use the
force of the current to tire and land fish.

Diversi-fly Your Portfolio
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Just like diversifying your financial portfolio reaps rewards in
the long run, learning new fly fishing skills, techniques and
locations will help you become a better angler.

of the fish. When your rod is held at a 90° angle to the water
(straight up) it will be the tip of your rod that is almost exclusively engaging with the fish. While smaller fish can be maneuvered with and fought using the tip of the rod and a high
rod angle (between 50° - 90° in relation to the surface of the
water), it is difficult to increase the pressure on the trout
without endangering your line or rod when dealing with
a larger fish. The tip of our rod has a limited range of motion
and flex, and it is when we solely rely on keeping our tip up
that either our line or rod will break.
To apply the greater level of pressure and control needed to
fight and land larger fish, we will need to utilize the butt section of our fly rod and the drag system of our reel. In this tag
team effort, the thicker butt section allows you to bear down
and direct the movements of the fish, while the friction created by the drag system in your reel applies a consistent,
steady energy-sapping pressure. In order to engage the butt
section of our rods, we need to reduce the angle at which we
hold the rod in relation to the water. Reducing our rod angle

Expand your fly fishing horizons! Many anglers go to the same
place and fish the same way every time. While that comfort
level is fine, and it’s still great to get out fishing, it doesn’t do
much to improve your skills or learn new water. If you really
want to become a better angler try new things. The more
comfortable you are at various techniques the better fisherman you will become and the more success you’ll have.
One thing I really enjoy about guiding for 5280 Angler is that
we fish a wide variety of public water and private ranches
within 2.5 hours of Denver, everything from larger rivers to
small creeks, and lakes.
We fish for native cutthroats in Rocky Mountain National Park,
wild browns on the Colorado and Tarryall Creek, and hefty
rainbows on the South Platte. Fishing different waters can
present some challenges figuring out where and what to fish,
but it makes you a better angler through the diversity.

Continued on next page
Do you know someone that you’d like to include in
our Fly of the Month Club? Please email
cindy.alvarez@wamboltwealth.com

